We consider multi-label classification where the goal is to annotate each data point with the most relevant subset of labels from an extremely large label set. Efficient annotation can be achieved with balanced tree predictors, i.e. trees with logarithmic-depth in the label complexity, whose leaves correspond to labels. Designing prediction mechanism with such trees for real data applications is nontrivial as it needs to accommodate sending examples to multiple leaves while at the same time sustain high prediction accuracy. In this paper we develop the LdSM algorithm for the construction and training of multi-label decision trees, where in every node of the tree we optimize a novel objective function that favors balanced splits, maintains high class purity of children nodes, and allows sending examples to multiple directions but with a penalty that prevents tree over-growth. Each node of the tree is trained once the previous one is completed leading to a streaming approach for training. We analyze the proposed method theoretically and show that minimizing the objective leads to pure and balanced data splits. Furthermore, we prove that optimizing it results in the monotonic decrease of the error with every split. Experimental results on benchmark data sets demonstrate that our approach achieves high prediction accuracy with logarithmic-depth trees and position LdSM as a competitive tool among existing state-of-the-art tree-based approaches in terms of the statistical performance and prediction time.
Introduction
Plethora of modern machine learning approaches are concerned with performing multi-label predictions, as is the case in recommendation or ranking systems. In multi-label setting we receive examples x ∈ X ⊆ R d , with labels y ⊆ Y ≡ {1, 2, . . . , K}, where each data point x is assigned a subset of labels y from an extremely large label set Y. This provides a generalization of the multi-class problem [1] [2] [3] [4] , where each data point instead corresponds to a single mutually exclusive label. 1 Employing the label hierarchy, commonly represented as a tree with leaves corresponding to labels, potentially allows for faster prediction when the hierarchy is balanced and thus the tree depth is of size O(log M K) for M -ary tree, and enables overcoming the intractability problem of common baselines, such as one-against-all (OAA) [6] that requires evaluating K classifiers per example. Tree-based predictors are therefore commonly used, but since the label hierarchy is unavailable most of the times, it has to be learned from the data.
The performance of the multi-label tree-based system heavily hinges on the structure of the tree [7, 8] . Some approaches [9, 10] assume arbitrary label hierarchy that is not learned. For example, PLT [9] considers a sparse probability estimates for F-measure maximization conditioned on the label tree. Majority of techniques however carefully design a splitting criterion that is recursively applied in every node of the tree to partition the data. These criteria differ between commonly-used tree-based multi-label classification approaches. Multi-label Random Forest (MLRF) [11] uses information theoretic losses, specifically the class entropy or the Gini index, to obtain label hierarchy. Sparse gradient boosted decision trees [12] (GBDT-S) build a regression tree that fits the residuals from the previous trees and uses the multi-label hinge or squared loss.
FastXML [13] , PFastreXML [8] , and SwiftXML [14] (the last one focuses on the prediction task with partially revealed labels) constitute a family of methods that rely on ranking losses. FastXML learns a hierarchy over the feature space, rather than the label space, relying on the intuition that in each region of the feature space only a small subset of labels is active. The node objective function there promotes generalizability via standard regression loss and rank-prioritization via normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) ensuring that relevant positive labels for each point are predicted with high ranks. PFastreXML improves upon FastXML by replacing the nDCG loss with its propensity scored variant (the same is used in SwiftXML) which is unbiased to the missing classes and assigns higher rewards for accurate tail label predictions. None of the above techniques use balancing term in their objective.
There also exist methods that construct tree classifiers by optimizing clustering loss in nodes. Hierarchical k-means underlies CRAFTML [15] and older approaches to multi-label classification such as LPSR [16] , and HOMER [17] . This is also the case for Parabel [5] and Bonsai [18] , though these are hybrid techniques that combine tree approach with OAA classifier. Multi-label classification has also been addressed with other extensions of OAA [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , deep learning [25] [26] [27] and learning embedding [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] approaches. These and previously mentioned hybrid algorithm constitute a different family of approaches than purely tree-based techniques that our method belongs to and thus are not directly relevant to our work.
The approach we propose in this paper belongs to the family of purely tree-based methods. It partitions tree nodes based on joint optimization in the feature and label space. The node split is based on a new objective function that explores the correlation between both spaces by conditioning the learning of feature space partitioning with data label information. The objective applies to trees of arbitrary width. It explicitly enforces class purity of children nodes (i.e. points within a partition are likely to have similar labels whereas points across partitions are likely to have different labels), but at the same time, when necessary, allows sending examples to multiple children nodes. Multi-way assignment of examples is however penalized to better control tree accuracy. Finally, the objective encourages balanced partitions to ensure efficient prediction. The objective function comes with theoretical analysis. We show that optimizing the objective improves the purity and balancedness of the data splits in isolation, i.e. when respectively the balancedness and purity is fixed, and prove that when it is perfectly optimized in every tree node it leads to zero-error multi-label classification, i.e. R@ = 1 [40] for any r. Furthermore, we show that minimizing the objective is causing the monotonic decrease of the error with every split. The resulting tree construction-and-training algorithm, that we call LdSM, results in Logarithmic-depth trees that are trained in a streaming fashion, i.e. node-bynode 2 , and achieve competitive performance to other state-of-the-art tree-based approaches, being accurate and efficient at prediction, on large multi-label classification problems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the objective function, Section 3 provides theoretical results, Section 4 shows the algorithm for tree construction and training and explains how to perform testing using the tree, Section 5 reports empirical results on benchmark multi-label data sets, and finally Section 6 concludes the paper. Supplementary material contains proofs of theorems from Section 3 and additional experimental results.
Objective function
We next explain the design of the objective function for the tree of arbitrary width M , i.e. tree where each node has M children. In the Supplement we show a special case of a binary tree. Below we consider an arbitrary non-leaf node of the tree and thus omit node index in the notation.
In our setting, each node of the tree contains M binary classifiers h j , where j = 1, 2, . . . , M . h j ∈ H, where H is the hypothesis class with linear regressors. Consider an arbitrary non-leaf node and let π i denote the normalized fraction of examples containing label i in their label set reaching that node, where the multiplicative normalizing factor is an inverse of the average number of labels per example containing label i in their label set (note that K i=1 π i = 1). The node regressors are trained in such a way that h j (x) ≥ 0.5 means that the example x is sent to the j th subtree of a node (thus sending example to more than one child is possible). To prevent examples from stucking inside the node, in case when h j (x) < 0.5 ∀ j=1,2,...,M the example is sent to the child node corresponding to the highest margin, i.e. (arg max j=1,2,...,M h j (x)) th child node. Let P j = P (h j (x) > 0.5) be the probability that the example x reaches child j ∈ {1, 2, ..., M } and let P i Definition 2. (Purity) The node split is α-pure if the following holds
We call α a purity factor. Note that a split is perfectly pure if and only if α = 0.
Next lemmas show that in isolation, when either the purity or balancedness of the split is fixed, decreasing the value of the objective leads to recovering more balanced or pure split, respectively. Lemma 2. If a node split has a fixed purity term α, with corresponding J α purity then β ≤ J − J α purity . Lemma 3. If a node split has a fixed balanced term β, with corresponding J β balance and assuming that the following condition holds:
3.2 Relation of the objective to the multi-label error
We next prove that when the objective J is perfectly minimized in every node of the tree then this tree achieves zero multi-label classification error. Assume each example has R labels. Denote t(x) to be a fixed target function with domain X , which assigns the data point x to its set of labels. We consider the r-level multi-label error of the tree T , where r = 1, 2, . . . , R:
where y r (x) denotes the label set consisting of top r labels assigned to x by the tree, t(x) is the true label set and R@r denotes the r-level multi-label recall. The following theorem holds: Theorem 1. Assume each example has R labels. When the objective function J from Equation 1 is perfectly minimized in every node of the tree, i.e. J = J * , then the resulting multi-label tree achieves zero r-level multi-label error, as given by Equation 5 , for any r = 1, 2, . . . , R.
We next analyze the behavior of the recall error under weak learning assumption. Assumption 3.1. For any distribution P over the data, at each node n of the tree T there exist a partition such that
The above definition essentially assumes that in every node of the tree we are able to recover a partition with the corresponding class integrity term bounded away from zero. Since the value of this term ranges in [0, 1], such assumption is indeed very "weak". Also, specifically note that it is enough that for one class i the following holds: |P i j − P i l | to satisfy the assumption. Theorem 2. Under the Weak Hypothesis Assumption 3.1, the recall error is monotonically decreasing with every split of the tree.
The weak hypothesis assumption considers class integrity term, a component of our objective. Interestingly, such weak condition suffices to ensure the monotonic decrease of the error.
Algorithm
In this section we present the algorithm for simultaneous tree construction and training. We then discuss how to assign labels to the test example. The tree construction and training algorithm is split into four sub-algorithms that we refer to as Algorithm 1 (top-level procedure), 3, 2, and 4. The tree construction is performed in a top-down node-by-node fashion. As can be seen in Algorithm 1, we select a node to be expanded into children nodes based on the priority computed as the difference of the sum and maximum value of the bins of the label histogram in the node. The intuition behind the node priority is that we want to split nodes that are reached by many examples from different classes, where at least two classes have significant mass. High priority is attained by these nodes that were visited by examples with many different labels. When the node is selected for expansion, we train its regressors according to Algorithm 2. Specifically, we optimize the objective function for each example reaching the considered node (see Algorithm 3) . In Algorithm 3 we search over all possible ways of sending an example to M directions (including multi-way cases) and we choose the set of 
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/sum end for end for labels ← select R top entries from hist return labels directions for which J achieves the lowest value. Algorithm 3 returns a target labelŷ per each direction (0-not chosen, 1-chosen). In Algorithm 2 we train the regressors with these labels and then update the probabilities P j s and P i j s in the node. Instead of taking 1-increments per example when updating probabilities, we use regressor margins (clamped to the interval [0, 1]). Algorithm 4 describes how to create children for the node with trained regressors. Based on the outputs of the regressors we assign data points to its children using rule explained in Section 2.
At testing, the prediction is formed according to Algorithm 5. Specifically, the example is sent down the tree, from the root to one or more leaves, guided by node regressors. The normalized label histograms of the leaves that the example descended to are added together, where the normalized label histogram is computed by dividing the label histogram by the sum of its entries. Given R, we assign to the test example top R labels that correspond to the highest entries in the resulting histogram.
Experiments
We evaluated LdSM on multiple benchmark data sets (Bibtex, Mediamill, Delicious, AmazonCat-13k, Wiki10-31k, Delicious-200K, WikiLSHTC-325k, and Amazon-670k) obtained from public repository [40] . The data sizes are reported in Table 1 (D is the data dimensionality). The experimental setup is described in the Supplement.
In Table 1 we compare the precisions P @1, P @3, and P @5 and nDCG scores N @1, N @3, N @5 (see [40] for the explanation of these evaluation metrics) obtained by LdSM and other purely tree-based competitor algorithms: LPSR, FastXML, PFastreXML, PLT, GBDT-S, and CRAFTML (comparison with OAA-based and hybrid schemes are deferred to the Supplement as their underlying mechanism is fundamentally different from ours).The performance of the competitors were obtained from the corresponding papers introducing these techniques and multi-label repository [40] . The prediction with LdSM ensemble is done by averaging the resulting histograms for each tree and then selecting R labels. At training, each tree in the ensemble differs in regressors initialization. The reported results show that LdSM either matches or, on selected problems (including large Amazon-670k data set), outperforms the existing tree-based approaches in terms of both the precision and the nDCG score.
In Table 2 we provide per-example prediction time (training time is deferred to the Supplement) on different data sets for LdSM and competitor methods. The table demonstrates that LdSM can perform efficient multi-label prediction. Figure 2 shows that the depth of trees constructed with LdSM are O(log M (K)), specifically they lie in the interval [log M K, 3 log M K] for Mediamill, Bibtex and Delicious-200k data sets and [log M K, 2 log M K] for Delicious, AmazonCat-13k, Wiki10-31k, WikiLSHTC-325k and Amazon-670k data sets.
Next we discuss the results captured in Figure 1 . Note that additional figures related to this study can be found in the Supplement. In the top left plot we report the behavior of precision and nDCG score as the size of the LdSM ensemble grows. Clearly the most rapid improvement in precision is achieved when increasing the ensemble size to 10 trees (across different data sets this was found to be between 5 and 10, except Bibtex (case M = 2), for which it was 20). After that, the increase of P @1, P @3, P @5, N @1, N @3, and N @5 saturates and we obtain less than 2% improvement when increasing the ensemble further to 50. The same can be observed for nDCG score. The right top plot captures how the precision and nDCG score depend on the number of nodes in the tree and the depth of the deepest tree in the ensemble. As we increase the maximum allowed number of nodes (T max ) in the LdSM algorithm, it recovers O(log M (T max ))-depth trees. One can observe the general tendency that increasing the number of nodes φ times, results in increasing the tree depth by less than 2 log M (φ). We also observed that increasing the number of nodes/tree depth for most data sets leads to the improvement in precisions P @1, P @3, and P @5 and nDCG scores N @1, N @3, and N @5 by less than 3%, suggesting that often shallower trees already achieve acceptable performance. The bottom two plots in Figure 1 demonstrate that single LdSM tree outperforms single FastXML tree. The same property holds for ensembles. The depth of the deepest tree in the optimal LdSM tree ensemble (reported in Table 1 ) versus the number of labels in the data set (K).
In Figure 3 we show how the objective function is optimized as we move from the root deeper into the tree. Intuitively root faces the most difficult optimization task as it sees the entire data set and consequently the objective function there is optimized more weakly , i.e. to a higher level, than in case of nodes lying deeper in the tree. As we move closer to the leaves, the convergence is faster due to the "cleaner" nature of the data received by the nodes there (less label variety).
Conclusions
This paper develops a new decision tree algorithm, that we call LdSM, for multi-label classification problem. The technical contributions of this work include: a novel objective function and its corresponding theoretical analysis and a resulting novel algorithm for tree construction and training that we evaluate empirically. We find experimentally that LdSM is competitive to the state-of-the art multi-label tree-based approaches, performs efficient prediction, and achieves high multi-label accuracy with logarithmic-depth trees. This new method is therefore suitable for applications involving large label spaces. 
Logarithm-depth Streaming Multi-label Decision Trees (Supplementary material) Abstract
This Supplement presents additional details in support of the full article. These include the proofs of the theoretical statements from the main body of the paper and additional theoretical results. We also provide the description of the experimental setup. The Supplement also contains additional experiments and figures to provide further empirical support for the proposed methodology.
Objective function: binary case
In the binary case the objective simplifies to the following form:
where P R and P i R (P L and P i L ) denote the probabilities that the example reaches right (left) child, marginally and conditional on class i respectively.
In case of the binary tree, each node is equipped with two linear classifiers, h R and h L . Proof of Lemma 4. We rewrite the objective using the total law of probability:
Theoretical proofs
where
The objective admits optimum on the extremes of the [0, 1] interval. Therefore, we define the following:
(9) By substituting the above in the objective we have:
We send each example either to the right, left or both directions:
Thus we can further write
For ease of notation, we define a := i∈L4 π i , a := i∈L3 π i , and b := i∈L1 π i . Therefore
where a, b ∈ [0, 1]. Since we are interested in bounding J, we consider the values of a and b at the extremes of [0, 1] interval:
if a = 0 then
Next, we show that the perfectly balanced and pure split is attained at the minimum of the objective. The perfectly balanced split is achieved when P R = P L and then the balancing term in the objective becomes zero. The perfectly pure split is achieved when the class integrity term in the objective satisfies
Simultaneously, the following holds
, and therefore the multi-way penalty is zero as well. Thus, J = 0 − λ 1 + 0 = −λ 1 . In order to prove the opposite direction of the claim, recall that the minimum of the objective occurs for b = 0 and a = 0.5. Since a + a + b = 1, therefore a = 0.5. This corresponds to the perfectly pure and balanced split.
Proof of Lemma 1. P i j ∈ [0, 1] for all i = 1, 2, . . . , K and j = 1, 2, . . . , M . The objective admits optimum on the extremes of the [0, 1] interval. In the following proof we consider a different approach than in the proof of Lemma 4. In order to get the minimum of the objective, we try to minimize each of its terms separately and on the top of that incorporate their correlations. For now, we assume that the first term, the balancing term, is minimized and therefore is equal to zero. We define case C n as the scenario when for any i = 1, 2, . . . , K, P i j = 1 for n "directions" ( n ≤ M ), i.e. n distinct js such that j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }, and P i j = 0 for the remaining j's. The class integrity and multi-way penalty terms can then be derived as follows:
J multi-way penalty term|Cn = λ 2
Therefore, the objective value would then become: J = −λ 1 n(M − n) + λ 2 (n − 1). We aim to have the minimum of the objective for perfectly pure split. The perfectly pure split is achieved when case C 1 holds. Therefore, we need:
The lower-bound of the right side is achieved for n = 2:
With the above condition, the minimum of the objective is equal to −λ 1 (M − 1). Note that our first assumption on the balancing term can still hold for all C n cases. Therefore, we have shown that the minimum of the objective corresponds to the perfectly pure and balanced split. In order to get the upper-bound for J, we first show that J balancing term ≤ J class integrity term as follows:
Therefore, the maximum of the summation of the terms is achieved when J balancing term = J class integrity term . The maximum of the multi-way penalty term is attained when sending all examples to every direction, resulting in J multi-way penalty term = (M − 1). In this case, J balancing term = J class integrity term = 0, and thus, J = λ 2 (M −1). Hence, we have
Next lemma shows that in isolation, when the purity of the split is perfect, decreasing the value of the objective leads to recovering more balanced splits.
Lemma 5. If a node split is perfectly pure, then
Proof of Lemma 5. The perfectly pure split is attained when P i j = 1 for only one value of j, and P 
Let
and in that case there exists an l * such that
Pi M ≤ 0. Therefore we have:
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider a split with a fixed purity factor α. J α purity denotes the sum of the class integrity and multi-way penalty terms of the objective function. When subtracting them from the total value of the objective at node n we obtain the balancing term. Thus we have:
Next lemma shows that in isolation, when the balancedness of the split is perfect, decreasing the value of the objective leads to recovering more pure splits. Lemma 6. If a node split is perfectly balanced and assuming that the following condition holds:
Proof of Lemma 6. The perfectly balanced split is attained when P 1 = P 2 = ... = P M . This zeros out the balancing term in the objective function. Hence:
thus we have:
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider a split with a fixed balancedness factor β. J β balance denotes the balancing term of the objective function. When subtracting it from the total value of the objective at node n we will obtain the sum of the class integrity and multi-way penalty terms. Hence:
Proof of Theorem 1. Since we assume the objective is minimized in every node of the tree, therefore each node is sending examples to only one of its children and consequently each example descends to only one leaf. Thus in any leaf l, we store label histograms and assign first R labels from the histogram to any example reaching that leaf, i.e. y(x) = {j 1 , j 2 , ..., j R }, where
is the probability that the data point x has label i given that x has reached leaf l, i.e. ρ l i = P (i ∈ t(x)|x reached l). We next expand the R-level multi-label error as follows:
where w(l) denote the probability that example x reaches leaf l and L denote the set of all leaves of the tree.
Next we will find the Shannon entropy bound with respect to the error and show that the entropy of the tree, denoted as G(T ), upper-bounds the error. Note that:
Thus for any i = 1, 2, . . . , K such that i = j 1 , ..., j R it must hold that ρ l i ≤ 1 2 . We continue as follows
From Lemma 4 (for binary tree) and Lemma 1 (for M-ary tree) it follows that for any node in the tree, the corresponding split is balanced and the following holds:
for all labels i = 1, 2, . . . , K and all pairs of children nodes (j, j ) of the considered node such that j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M } and j = j . Thus when splitting any node, its label histogram is divided in such a way that its children have non-overlapping label histograms, i.e.
denote the i th entry in the normalized label histograms of children nodes j and j respectively. After log M (K/R) splits we obtain leaves with non-overlapping histograms, i.e. for any two leaves l 1 and l 2 such that l 1 , l 2 ∈ L and
In each leaf the label histogram contains R non-zero entries. Based on the above it follows that G e (T ) = 0. Consequently, using Equation 52 we obtain that the multi-label error R (T ) is equal to zero as well. This directly implies that r (T ) = 0 for any r = 1, 2, . . . , R.
Proof of Theorem 2. In our algorithm we store label histograms for each node, and at testing we assign to an example top r labels obtained from averaging the histograms of the leaves to which this example has descended to. At training, we recursively find the node with the highest priority and partition it to two children. Here we are examining the change of error with one node split. We consider examples reaching that node and without loss of generality we assume they have reached only this node. For each such example x we assign the top r labels from the histogram of the analyzed node, i.e. y(x) = {k 1 , k 2 , ..., k r }, where k 1 = argmax k∈{1,2,...,K} ρ k , k 2 = argmax k∈{1,2,...,K}\j1 (ρ k ),..., k r = argmax k∈{1,2,...,K}\{j1,...,jr−1} (ρ k ) and ρ i is the probability that the data point x has label i given that x has reached node n, i.e. ρ i = P (i ∈ t(x)|x reached n). For simplicity, we assume that each example has r labels. After t splits the recall can be expanded as follows: 
where the last line comes from the fact that π i is a normalized fraction of examples containing label i in their labels. After the node split, the recall is defined as the combination of the recalls of its children. For simplicity we consider equal contribution of each of the edges to
Therefore we can write the recalls of the children as:
Note that the subtraction of (1/M )P i multi and (1/M )P multi in the coefficients is done to compensate the recall calculation for examples being sent to multiple directions. Let the top r labels assigned to the first child be denoted as y 1 (x) = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i r }, where
Analogy holds for all other children. Thus for example the M th children's labels are: y M (x) = {j 1 , j 2 , ..., j r }. Therefore the difference between the recall of the parent node and its children can be written as:
For the ease of notation we show the case for the binary below:
Considering the Assumption 3.1,we have at least one label such that
Without loss of generality let P k1 R − P k1 L = γ 1 > 0 for the top label in the parent node. Thus:
Due to the weak hypothesis assumption the histograms in the children nodes are different than in the parent on at least one position corresponding to one label. If that label is in the top r labels that we assign to the children node, the error will be reduced. If not, the error is going to be the same, but that cannot happen forever, i.e. for some split the label(s) for which the weak hypothesis assumption holds will eventually be in the top r labels that are assigned to the children node. To put this intuition into more formal language, if any of the top r labels in any of the children are different from the top r parent labels, i.e. y 1 = y, y 2 = y,..., or y M = y we will have (R@r) t+1 − (R@r) t > 0. Because of the weak hypothesis assumption, the latter condition is inevitable and will eventually hold after some node split. This shows that the recall error is monotonically decreasing.
Experimental setup
LdSM was implemented in C++. The regressors in the tree nodes were trained with either SGD [42] (Mediamill) or NAG [43] (remaining data sets) with step size chosen from [0.001, 1]. The trees were trained with up to 20 passes through the data and we explored trees with up to 64K nodes for Mediamill and Bibtex, up to 32K for Delicious, and up to 2K for the rest of the data sets. λ 1 and λ 2 were chosen from the set {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 4} and M was set to either 2 or 4. FastXML, PFastreXML, CRAFTML and LdSM algorithms use tree ensembles of size ∼ 50. PLT and LPSR use a single tree, and GBDT-S uses up to 100 trees. Since the two largest data sets (WikiLSHTC-325k and Amazon-670k) suffer from the tail label problem, we use re-ranking approach for them similar to [8] . This is applied at testing, after our tree is built and trained. Re-ranking increases the test time by ∼ 9% for WikiLSHTC-325k and ∼ 15% for Amazon-670k. Table 6 : Training time [s] for tree-based approaches: GBDT-S, CRAFTML, FastXML, PFastreXML, LdSM (LPSR and PLT are NA) and other (not purely tree-based) methods: Parabel, DisMEC, PDSparse, PPD-Sparse, SLEEC, on various data sets. The best result among tree-based methods is in bold, and among all methods is underlined. In Figure 7 we show how the objective function is optimized as we move from the root deeper into the tree. We present results on two exemplary LdSM trees. Intuitively root faces the most difficult optimization task as it sees the entire data set and consequently the objective function there is optimized more weakly , i.e. to a higher level, than in case of nodes lying deeper in the tree. As we move closer to the leaves, the convergence is faster due to the "cleaner" nature of the data received by the nodes there (less label variety). The behavior of the LdSM objective function J during training at different levels in the tree for two exemplary LdSM trees. Delicious data set. Tree depth is 20 and M was set to M = 2. J min and J max denote respectively the minimum and maximum value of J.
